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Introduction
made their marks as poets – by coincidence because they did not meet a 
generations of craftsmen. The milieu provided guidance in shaping literary 
make it into the milieu, let alone to the top. Most of the literary life of 
 
honoured mode of continuous self-reduplication of poets and poetry in 
* Ingeborg Baldauf is a professor of Central Asian languages and cultures at Humboldt Uni-
issues concerning Turkic- and Persian-speaking communities from the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury until today. Contact: ingeborg.baldauf@rz.hu-berlin.de.
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noblemen, and representatives of the Russian imperial administration.
-
-
style than in thought. While their repertoire of forms and styles remained 
like the advent of imperial rule, early capitalist economy and European-like 
old-fashioned in style, poetry of this kind continued to appeal to the tastes 
into the 1930s and later – under the condition that its contents conformed 
be denounced by early Soviet Uzbek critics as ‘ 1 
(Oybek, 1927). The negative connotations of this term appear to echo 





editors did not have excessively prescriptive ideas about literature. Thus 
-
1 The term 
satirical poetry of Turkestan. By extension, the term came to characterise the totality of 
post-classical lyrics, and carried negative connotations in dominant early Soviet poetic and 
social discourse.
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Uzbekistani press provided ample space for poets to display themselves 
-
cultural matters, and the availability of a broad range of mutually indepen-
2
The press supplied a forum for the poets, but until the mid-1920s did 
not, as an institution of authority might have done, provide practical sup-
. In the 
second half of the 1920s this peer criticism developed into a tool of ideo-
imagery, stylistics and genre, and thus contributed to the development of 





informal, self-organised associations similar to the literary circles of olden 
 
2 The pedagogical magazine [Education and the Teacher] of all 
quantity” (Anonymous, 1927a, p. 69).
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poets from romanticists to nationalists and social revolutionaries, but also 
 also accommodated men 
5
 brought together 
The 
member Botu (1904-1938) 
recalled in a critical essay of 1928 (Botu, 1928, pp. 3-4).6 Regardless of 
3
 ‘talk, chat, 
4  (chapter on the 
 pp. 109 ff.), due to the research conditions of his time, primarily relies on Russian-
 
5  in 1921 or 1922 (Ahmad, 
2008).
6
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old-style intellectual circle characterised by hierarchies of age and achieve-
7 As far as external links are concerned, the group made a point 
cultural and educational issues in order to counter the 
previous 
Education, its Academic Commission and Academic Centre and its main 
[Education and the Teacher],8
 [Beautiful Pens] a 1924 literary textbook for fourth 
grade pupils,9 authored by  senior Elbek (1898-1939) under the 
auspices of the Uzbek Academic Commission (Elbek, 1924), reads like an 
almanac of early 1920s  poetry.
As Soviet rule became consolidated by the mid-1920s, political authori-
-
 
 members. He may thus have tried 
 seniors.
7




) the future poets.
-
enced by the All-Russian Association of Proletarian Writers (
 ), and aimed at establishing a 
Tashkent branch of the VAPP, designed to absorb minor local cultural ven-
attract the Uzbek-language enthusiasts of literature, be it for organisational 
-
VAPP-inspired people had earlier 
-
cally members of the 
poetry books by the month, had as early as 1922 published a 104-page 
collective volume  [Young Uzbek Poets] that included 
While the ideologically strict Proletarian Writers failed to marshal the 
thriving at many institutions of higher learning. Guided by local teachers, 
the circle members discussed the literary trends of the day and published 
-
To culturally and politically  teachers (most of them employees of 
offered an excellent forum not only for propagating a particular literary 
taste, but also for conveying political ideas to the youth.
 [Orient] circle at 
poet Oybek (1904-1968), in its name bore the anti-imperialist imprint of 
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the early Comintern,10
Kokand boarding school, frequently hosted the anti-bourgeois activist, 
The principal orientation of a circle did not necessarily predetermine every 
necessarily be ideologically consistent in themselves. A good example of 
this can be seen in the 1922 ‘one time only social, historical, academic, 
11 from a literary circle of Uzbek students of various Tashkent 
secondary and high schools. In  young Shokir Sulaymon (1900-
in the early 1920s, published the prose poem 
 
in Uzbekistan (Shokir Sulaymon, 1922, p. 13).12 -
, a piece that 
later Soviet literary scholarship and helped save his career and perhaps his 
-
10
most prominent anti-imperialist poet of the Uzbek language.
11 
, 1922).
12  [grief-stricken, 
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their editorial boards there must have been connoisseurs or at least enthu- 
siasts of literature. Some papers ran a literary circle headed by young 
Soviet-educated people.
The most prominent of these circles belonged to , the 
Baybulatov, 
1967),13
as of 1927, the Komsomol activist14 and future literary critic Sotti Husayn 
and another one remarked that texts submitted to the circle for criticism 
clear emphasis on ideological soundness 
proletarian consciousness of the poets – rather than on aesthetic values, 
-
-
, 1928a, p. 3).
1925, the founding year of  and its circle15 in Tashkent, 
can be regarded as a turning point in Soviet literary politics, insofar as on 





the initiative of 
p. 14).
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the 18th June of that year the Central Committee of the Communist Party 
, 1978, 
-
short in the young Soviet Union after the untimely deaths of Russian lyrical 
poet Sergei Yesenin (December 28, 1925) and some further symbolists and 
-
socio-political campaigns of the day. 
-
-
ers” under a common roof.16
 
many others – had been called  [revolutionary generation], 
be called  [children of October].17 At this particular moment, 
in mid-1926, the Party monopolised the term  for literati of its 
 in the old terminology, 
-
tion meeting of on August 12, 1926,18
16 Speech cited by Shokir Sulaymon, 1929.
17 See an article by Gabdraxman Sagdi, a prominent Tatar pedagogue and literary scholar 
18
 on August 8, 1926.
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the only representative of the elder group of poets,19 -
contribute a hitherto unpublished text to a collective volume to be com-
 to compensate for 
, 
-
In February 1928 
systematic approach, and shortly after bureaus for organisation, metho-
volume I 
Party policy on the relation of proletarian literature and the literary heritage. 




appointed president of the State Academic Commission ( ), became 
founding member and president of . Actually, a short note in  of 
December 8, 1926 mentioned Shokir Sulaymon as president, and Rahim Ali as secretary of 
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20
another that criticised, but at the same time explained, Jadid literature and 
-
members of  
variety of outlooks is being praised by Uzbek literary historians (Karimov, 
21 
Soviet literary scholarship of the 1970s-1980s, on the other hand, consi-
dered the activities of  a failure,22 thus echoing the predominant 
assessment by critics and politicians of its day.23
Critics of the late 1920s and early 1930s untiringly pointed out that the 
20
2012, pp. 299 ff.). At its time, a myth of Hamza having fallen victim to a religious mob 
21
of 1929, pp. 12-13.
22 A typical example of this stance can be read in Oripov, 1978, pp. 20 ff.
23
or ideological agenda, respectively, rather than purely scholarly goals.
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fate had spared.
 – can one think of a more perverse disgrace than that?!” (Ziyo 
‘unmasking of the ina,24
adversaries in matters of national culture and class ideology, and after half 
elites of the revolutionary generation. In the Uzbekistani context this attack 
 of February 14, 
, 
1927).25







anthology of Uzbek literary criticism, , 2011, p. 32.
26 In 
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on February 
the masses” punishable, thus potentially criminalizing much of the current 
and earlier literature.27
Contempt of the 
 
and involved, among others, Oybek (Oybek, 1927); many poets of lesser 
(
claims. First Secretary Akmal Ikromov himself concluded the debate in a 
speech delivered in October 1927 to the Second Congress of the Uzbek 
28 While some literati may 
have been naive throughout 1927, others immediately understood the 
 but then shifted to the left, a change 
-
strange conglomerate of pieces I am putting together here comes from the 
the same” (Shokir Sulaymon, 1927, p. 6).
-
27 Decree n° 9 (issued as §§ 52 and 53 of  n° 10, 1927), see , 1930, p. 24.
28 The text of Ikromov appeared in the Party paper  of October 10, 1927.
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the community and had got used to denigrating poems directed at him, 
initially felt strong enough to resist.29
pressure on the  increased and – again, as in other republics – 
contrition ( ), hoping to get accepted, if not as a regular proletarian 
 or ). triumphantly remarked 
 
government” (Anonymous, 1927b).
30  also 
informed them about the Cultural Revolution and the  (P. Sh.31, 
yet another key term of pre-Bolshevik intellectual life –  had 
to be taken under tight control, the author labelled as alamzada [grief-
-
forth connoted alamzada, too. Stalin himself, in a speech delivered to the 
Central Committee and Central Control Commission of the Party, proposed 
29 See, for example, his poem  [Return. A  to the s] 
published in  of April 20, 1927.
30 In the so-called Shakhty matter (russ. , uzb. 
actual events.
31
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standards” and check their national chauvinism (P. Sh., 1928b). In an article 
-
Education,32 tried to translate these political guidelines into practical advice 
for the poets in a rather gentle tone (Botu, 1928b).
-
in the Cultural Revolution, promoted strife and combat ( ) as ade-
 
-
up being personal insults and mutual allegations of unsound ideology. The 
33 Moderate voices like Sotti Husayn, the successful 
leader of the 
, or on their imme-
34
32
the Latin alphabet and offered a platform for lyrics of a variety of stylistic and ideological 
orientations. By the end of 1929, Botu remained as 
Commissariat (Botu, 2004, p. 19).
33 For the controversy that ran from August to October 1928 and involved critic K. Trigulov, 
poet Oltoy, and Botir, see Yoqubov, 1975, p. 359.
34
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 and the chief editor of the 
 until its issue 6 of 1930 (Botu,  
(
-
peaceful life ( , p. 15).
Surprisingly enough, in 1927-1929, regardless of arguments about the 
 I and II
 
organisation did not last long,35
the Central Asian Bureau of the Central Committee of the Communist(b) 
) to become the 
Uzbekistan Union of Soviet Writers (
 – 
 
primate of the Party, to actively participate in literary life (Yoqubov, 1975, 
-
) from factories, 
35 On the UzAPP
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kolkhozes and sovkhozes, and organise them along strictly conformist lines 
(Anonymous, 1930). The collective volume , 
 
) only, they had, in its second period (1929-1932), become an active 
part of social production ( ). Guidance of the poets had passed into 
in Uzbek literary criticism, the notion of  – positively stereotyped char-
acters and events –,
realism, appeared in the  (Almanax, p. 14).
The 
-
the pre-1925 intelligentsia, alleged ultra-leftists and exclusivists (
stories came to be considered more adequate than lyrics in highlighting 
country” (
up as valid promoters of state policies, it seems. The volume  
,36
36 ), a favourite of the period 
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, 1923). Yet another 
people from central Russia.37 With the 1932 foundation of the Uzbekistan 
Tatars – forerunners of ideological developments as compared to Uzbeks, 
 – moved into leading positions of the Union, and members of 
the titular nation.38
Uzbek poetry had in the pre-1917 period been a liberal occupation and 
 
of the Accelerated Five-Year Plan (1929-1933).
37
literature. 
38 According to the publishing notice of 
 Serov, B. 
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dependent on educational institutions, and, in the second half of the 1920s, 
-
-
yet in fact monopolistic, state-controlled, centralised and Sovietized social 
phenomenon; or, to put it in ideological terms, it became part of the social 
 
(
intimidating, sidelining, silencing and even killing of many exceptionally 
1930 and 1938, beheaded the Uzbek literary community and deprived it of 
the best of its ingenuity and creative potential. It is necessary to underline 
that although non-literati may have initiated many of the developments 
the times -
tarily out of conviction, in search of personal advantage, or even out of 





the 1920s to early 1930s, has been buried under the avalanches of Stalinist 
repression, and so has most of their lyric poetry of the pre-WW2 period (and 
the poetry of their surviving or non-surviving lesser gifted contemporaries 
As far as poetic genres, fashionable art movements, stylistics, poetic 
language and many other aspects of form are concerned, Uzbek poetry of 
the 1920s and early 1930s 
poetry of later decades – appears amazingly diverse: from neo-classical 
 to free verse; from romanticism and folklorism to futurism and 
realism; from linguistic Ottomanism and Tatarism to Turkist purism and 
had been. If one picks out a single metaphor or poetic image of one poem, a 
imagery. In 1928, an annoyed critic urged the circle around  
boring abuse of moon and stars, horizon and dusk, soil and toil, females 
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-
ly part and parcel of the literary discourse that lay behind many debates on 
cultural, societal and political issues. Indispensable for condensed insider 
communication, the metaphors served as codes to identify friend and foe; 
the Bolshevik cause, and so forth. Some metaphors, symbols and images 
the liberal and bellicose early 1920s until as late as the collectivisation and 
industrialisation of rural production, and of course their meaning and con-
notations unfolded and changed over the years.40 
Just as classic Islamic poetry makes little sense to an unfamiliar reader, 
in order to understand and appreciate the Uzbek poetry of the 1920s one 
to explain: the poem 
40 ) metaphor, for example, have been traced from classic 
2008, pp. 194 ff.
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(Mirtemir, 1928, p. 4)
-
bearing rich fruit. According to a rather simplistic ascription of meaning 
 – the regular 
( ) that had in Jadid times stood as the metaphor for the blood of 





Kun bulut... yulduzli, 
oyli, 
ziyoli, 
oq tun; oppoq tun, 
uyg’oq – tun! ... 
Tumon bosadi... 
Yuzlarni o’padi sovuq izg’iriq
Lawns of white owers – 
out there in the steppes... 
everywhere! 
Crows are ‘singing.’ 
Happy they are. 
e day is shrouded in clouds... yet starry, 
moonlit, 
bright, 
white night; dazzlingly white night, 
wide awake – night! ... 
e fog is rising... 
Chilly frost kisses the cheeks.
Tollarda oq barg. 
Quyosh-da kulishni, guyo, etdi tark! 
Bulutlar ortidan boqadi 
goho; 
oq gullar bag’rini yoqadi. 
Tomchilar oqadi... 
Turmush – uyg’oq; 
haryon oq-oppoq!  
Zavudlar hamon kuladi: 
gurrrrr....... qoh, qoh, 
qoh .... qoh .... ho!
White leaves on willows. 
Even the sun, though, has ceased from laughing! 
Now and then 
it looks out from behind the clouds; 
setting on "re the white owers’ hearts. 
Drops ow... 
Life is awake; 
white on all sides, shiny white! 
e factories haven’t stopped laughing: 
zoooom.......haha, 
ha ... ha ... ha!
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consequently inverted to symbolise the red Soviet banner, the red necktie 
the other hand had not too long ago, in a 1924 poem 
, stood as 
 
[To the Ruined Land], he metaphorised colonial rule (Soviet rule 
over Turkestan included) by a cloud that deprives his homeland of the sun 
 5
-
 [poetic response] to 
 – 
the colonial cloud had of course long since been removed by the sun of 
41 
 (Anonymous, 1927a, p. 69). Mirtemir indeed 
the literary circle of 
-
vention not bright but dark and stood for exactly the opposite. In the early 
-
port in his struggle for national autonomy.42
41
42  [To 
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-
ingly sketching a frosty  night, then having the sun (of Revolution?!) 
end up in the triumphant laughter of incessant socialist labour.
revealed after 1938, since most of it directly concerns the greatest Uzbek 
, and many other early Uzbek 
poems of the 1920s and 1930s for that matter, had been re-published, ques-
also serious troubles for some of the survivors of the purges. The post-
and educators, decided for the lesser evil: not to re-publish most of the early 
There is still a lot to be detected about it.
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oppement de la poésie ouzbèke, laquelle a été guidée en premier lieu dans la 
-
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